How to

Prepare TASKISUM Single Use Microfibre Mops

Remove mops from
packaging and place
them on their side in
the mop box.
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Place lid on the
mop box and
keep closed
to maintain
moistness in
mops.
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Allow 15 minutes for
water to absorb into
mops.
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Golden Rules
1.
2.

Always dispose the soiled mops and replace them with clean ones after each room.
Always start from the cleanest area before moving on to a more dirty area.
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Using measuring jug, dampen
dry mops with recommended
quantity of cleaning solution.
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Check SDS for detailed information

After half the
time, turn the
mop pile around
so that the TASKI
logo side is face
up.
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Attach the mop
to the mop head
and commence
cleaning.

How to

Use TASKISUM Single Use Microfibre Mops

Attach the mop to the mop
head by applying pressure
downwards.
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When mop is soiled, remove
from the mop head by stepping
on the 2 edges of the mop.
With both hands, pull the
handle upwards to release the
mop.
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Adjust mop handle to
comfortable height (chest
level). Loosen handle by
turning handle lock quarter of
a turn to the left and pulling
handle upwards. Lock handle
in position by turning handle
lock half a turn to the right.

Place the mop head sideways
across the mop and lift off the
floor. Place in the refuse bag.

Golden Rules
1.
2.

Always dispose the soiled mops and replace them with clean ones after each room.
Always start from the cleanest area before moving on to a more dirty area.
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Check SDS for detailed information
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Mop the floor with the leading
edge of the mop starting at the
furthest point from the exit,
following a figure of 8 motion.
For tough stains apply extra
pressure to mop head using the
ball of your foot.

Replace the dirty mop with a clean
one by repeating Step 1 above.

